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Overview of Talk

● introduction
● examples where things can go wrong with CV & AI
● background & motivation
● bias in visual datasets - a survey
● addressing visual bias
● parting thoughts



Volume of Online 
Visual Data

https://www.domo.com/blog/what-data-never-sleep
s-9-0-proves-about-the-pandemic/ 

https://www.domo.com/blog/what-data-never-sleeps-9-0-proves-about-the-pandemic/
https://www.domo.com/blog/what-data-never-sleeps-9-0-proves-about-the-pandemic/


Media-related AI Applications

Fighting Disinformation Content Moderation Face Recognition Emotional Profiling

Recommender Systems Synthetic Media Media Search Media Productions

Icons sourced from https://thenounproject.com/

https://thenounproject.com/icon/recommended-4596688/


Facial Recognition Technology in 100 Countries

https://www.comparitech.com/blog/vpn-privacy/facial-recognition-statistics/ 

● 7 in 10 governments use FRT on a large-scale basis
● 70% of police forces have access to FRT
● ~80% of countries use FRT in banking

https://www.comparitech.com/blog/vpn-privacy/facial-recognition-statistics/


examples
where things can go wrong with CV & AI 



Bias in Face Recognition

https://www.aclu.org/blog/privacy-technology/surveillance-technologies/amazons-face-recognition-falsely-matched-28

https://www.aclu.org/blog/privacy-technology/surveillance-technologies/amazons-face-recognition-falsely-matched-28


Bias in Object Recognition

https://twitter.com/nicolaskb/status/1244921742486917120

Black person with hand-held thermometer → firearm
Asian person with hand-held thermometer → electronic device

https://twitter.com/nicolaskb/status/1244921742486917120


Bias in Passport Photo Checker

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-54349538

● Dark-skinned women are told 
their photos are poor quality 22% 
of the time, while for 
light-skinned women this 
happens only 14% of the time

● Dark-skinned men are told their 
photos are poor quality 15% of 
the time, while the figure for 
light-skinned men is 9%

● Photos of women with the 
darkest skin were 4x more likely 
to be graded poor quality, than 
women with the lightest skin

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-54349538


Bias in Twitter Cropping Algorithm

https://petapixel.com/2020/09/21/twitter-photo-algorithm-draws-heat-for-possible-racial-bias/

Twitterʼs follow-up:  https://blog.twitter.com/engineering/en_us/topics/insights/2021/sharing-learnings-about-our-image-cropping-algorithm 

https://petapixel.com/2020/09/21/twitter-photo-algorithm-draws-heat-for-possible-racial-bias/
https://blog.twitter.com/engineering/en_us/topics/insights/2021/sharing-learnings-about-our-image-cropping-algorithm


Biased Super-Resolution

https://twitter.com/Chicken3gg/status/1274314622447820801 

Blogpost: https://www.theverge.com/21298762/face-depixelizer-ai-machine-learning-tool-pulse-stylegan-obama-bias

https://twitter.com/Chicken3gg/status/1274314622447820801
https://www.theverge.com/21298762/face-depixelizer-ai-machine-learning-tool-pulse-stylegan-obama-bias


Objective or Biased?
On the questionable use of Artificial Intelligence for job applications

https://interaktiv.br.de/ki-bewerbung
/en/index.html 

https://interaktiv.br.de/ki-bewerbung/en/index.html
https://interaktiv.br.de/ki-bewerbung/en/index.html


Tell a Criminal Based on Their Face….
Wu and Zhang’s “criminal” images (top) and 
“non-criminal” images (bottom). In the top 
images, the people are frowning. In the bottom, 
they are not. These types of superficial 
differences can be picked up by a deep 
learning system.

Wu, X., & Zhang, X. (2016). Automated inference on criminality using face images. 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1611.04135, 4038-4052.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.04135v1


AI Physiognomy

https://medium.com/@blaisea/physiognomys-new-clothe
s-f2d4b59fdd6a  

Kosinski, M., and Wang, Y. (2018) Deep Neural Networks 
Are More Accurate Than Humans at Detecting Sexual 
Orientation From Facial Images. Journal of Personality 
and Social Psychology. February 2018, 114(2), 246–257.

https://medium.com/@blaisea/physiognomys-new-clothes-f2d4b59fdd6a
https://medium.com/@blaisea/physiognomys-new-clothes-f2d4b59fdd6a
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/faculty-research/publications/deep-neural-networks-are-more-accurate-humans-detecting-sexual
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/faculty-research/publications/deep-neural-networks-are-more-accurate-humans-detecting-sexual
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/faculty-research/publications/deep-neural-networks-are-more-accurate-humans-detecting-sexual


https://www.faception.com/ 

“personalities are affected 
by genes”

“Our face is a reflection of 
our DNA”

https://www.faception.com/


background concepts 
& motivation
AI bias basics, AI in media



Trustworthy (aka Responsible) AI

● 4 Ethical Principles
○ Respect for human autonomy
○ Prevention of harm
○ Fairness
○ Explicability

● 7 Key Requirements
○ Human agency and oversight
○ Technical robustness and safety
○ Privacy and data governance
○ Transparency
○ Diversity, non-discrimination and fairness
○ Societal and environmental wellbeing
○ Accountability

AI HLEG (2019). Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI. European Commission

https://www.aepd.es/sites/default/files/2019-12/ai-ethics-guidelines.pdf


Bias and AI

● Bias is much more than the 
statistical and computation 
bias that we can “easily” 
measure

● What is needed is a broader 
socio-technical perspective 
linking AI practices with 
societal values

Schwartz, R., Vassilev, A., Greene, K., Perine, L., Burt., A. (2022). 
Towards a Standard for Identifying and Managing Bias in Artificial 
Intelligence. NIST Special Publication 1270

https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.1270
https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.1270


Contexts & Types of Bias

Contexts for addressing AI Bias
● Statistical
● Legal
● Cognitive and Societal

Types of AI Bias
● Systemic Bias
● Human Bias
● Statistical - Computational Bias

Schwartz, R., Vassilev, A., Greene, K., Perine, L., Burt., A. (2022). Towards a 
Standard for Identifying and Managing Bias in Artificial Intelligence. NIST 
Special Publication 1270

https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.1270
https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.1270


Popular Fairness Definitions

● Equalized odds
● Equal opportunity
● Demographic (or statistical) parity
● Conditional statistical parity
● Treatment equality
● Test fairness
● Fairness through Awareness
● Fairness through Unawareness
● Counterfactual fairness
● Diversity
● Fairness in relational domains
● Representational harms (e.g. bias ampl.) 

Mehrabi, N., Morstatter, F., Saxena, N., Lerman, K., & Galstyan, A. (2021). A survey on bias and fairness in machine learning. ACM 
Computing Surveys (CSUR), 54(6), 1-35.

Group fairness

Individual fairness

A. Narayanan (2018). “21 fairness definitions and their politics”. ACM FAT* 2018 tutorial

other definitions

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3457607
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIXIuYdnyyk


● Allocative Harms
○ When decision-making systems in criminal justice, health 

care, etc. are discriminatory, they create allocative harms, 
which are caused when a system withholds certain 
groups an opportunity or a resource. 

● Representational Harms
○ When systems reinforce the subordination of some 

groups along the lines of identity—race, class, gender, 
etc., they create stereotype perpetuation and cultural 
denigration.

Types of Harms as a Result of AI Bias

K. Crawford (2017). The Trouble with Bias, NIPS 2017 Keynote 

news, social media, 
hate speech, 
disinformation, 
surveillance

banking, hiring, 
education, 
compensation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMym_BKWQzk


Why AI Bias in (Social) Media Affects Us? 

● “Active” engagement: Continuous consumption and sharing → 
information/news/entertainment → opinion formation → decision making

○ Purchasing behaviour
○ Stance in topics of public interest
○ Voting 
○ Health habits

● “Latent” impact: Continuous profiling of individuals
○ Online activities
○ Physical world activities (surveillance)
○ Beliefs
○ Intentions

Collective outcomes

AI-mediated 
feedback loops



bias in visual datasets
a survey



The Machine Learning Loop

Barocas, S., Hardt, M., & Narayanan, A. (2021). Fairness and machine learning. Limitations and Opportunities. 

images, videos, text, labels CNNs, ViTs, GANs

Internet users, crowd workers

https://fairmlbook.org/


The Media Bias Loop

Fabbrizzi, S., Papadopoulos, S., Ntoutsi, 
E., & Kompatsiaris, I. (2021). A survey on 
bias in visual datasets. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2107.07919.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07919
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07919


Visual Bias Taxonomy

Fabbrizzi, S., Papadopoulos, S., Ntoutsi, E., & Kompatsiaris, I. (2021). A survey on bias in visual datasets. 
arXiv preprint arXiv:2107.07919.

any disparities or associations created as 
a result of the process by which subjects 
are included in a visual dataset

any associations or disparities that can 
be used to convey different messages 
and/or that can be traced back to the 
way in which the visual content has been 
composed.

any errors in the labelling of visual data, 
with respect to some ground truth, or the 
use of poorly defined or inappropriate 
semantic categories

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07919


Mapping Specific 
Types of Bias to the 
three overarching 
Visual Bias categories



Visual Bias Quantification Approaches 

While the dataset bias literature is vast for other data types, for visual data it appears to 
be more limited. We review the relevant literature and found out four major categories 
of bias detection methods for visual data:

● Reduction to tabular data
○ Parity-based
○ Information theoretic

● Biased image representation
● Cross-dataset bias detection
● Other

Fabbrizzi, S., Papadopoulos, S., Ntoutsi, E., & Kompatsiaris, I. (2021). A survey on bias in visual datasets. arXiv preprint arXiv:2107.07919.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07919


Bias Discovery & 
Quantification Methods



Unknowns in the Visual Feature Space → Bias

Kim, B., Kim, H., Kim, K., Kim, S., & Kim, J. (2019). Learning not to learn: Training deep neural networks with biased data. In 
Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (pp. 9012-9020).
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https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_CVPR_2019/html/Kim_Learning_Not_to_Learn_Training_Deep_Neural_Networks_With_Biased_CVPR_2019_paper.html


Reduction of Visual to Tabular Data
parity-based

A standard technique for quantifying bias is to reduce the problem to tabular data.

● For example Zhao et al. (2017) measured the correlation between the occurrences 
of certain objects/activities with a protected attribute in a scene 

where c(o,g) is the number of co-occurrences between an object/activity o and the 
protected attribute value g (e.g. man/woman)

In a popular dataset such as MS-COCO, men are more likely associated with 
sports-related objects while women are more likely associated with kitchen objects.

Zhao, J., et al., (2017). Men also like shopping: Reducing gender bias amplification using corpus-level constraints. In 
Proceedings of the 2017 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing, pages 2979–2989.

https://aclanthology.org/D17-1323/


Reduction of Visual to Tabular Data
parity-based

Zhao, J., et al., (2017). Men also like shopping: Reducing gender bias amplification using corpus-level constraints. In 
Proceedings of the 2017 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing, pages 2979–2989.

https://aclanthology.org/D17-1323/


Bias in CV tasks such as face recognition might be due to limited coverage/representativeness of the training set. 
To increase the variety and  “coverage” of the training set, one would like to achieve high diversity. If attributes 
are available in tabular form, information theoretic techniques can be used to measure diversity.

● Merler et al. (2019) applied information-theoretic measures (e.g., Shannon entropy) to facial attributes (e.g., skin colour, 
craniofacial distances, gender, etc.) to ensure diversity in the data they collected. 
(S is the number of attribute values and pi is the probability of 
an image to have the attribute i)

Merler, M., et al., (2019). Diversity in Faces. arXiv pre-print, arXiv:1901.10436.

Reduction of Visual to Tabular Data
information theoretic

https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.10436


Low-dimensional Visual Representations

Another strategy is to measure bias in a lower dimensional representation space and 
measure separability and coverage of the space.
These approaches rely on the assumption that the projection onto the representation space is reasonably unbiased. 

Kärkkäinen, K., and Joo, J., (2021). Fairface: Face attribute dataset for balanced race, gender, and age for bias measurement 
and mitigation. In Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Winter Conference on Applications of Computer Vision (WACV), pages 1548–1558.

t-SNE visualizations of 
ResNet-34 face 
embeddings

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9423296
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9423296


Low-dimensional Visual Representations

Some works are inspired from similar 
work in NLP

● Steed and Caliskan (2021) devised a 
version of an Image Association 
Test to be applied to image 
representations. The association 
were measured in terms of the 
cosine similarity of the 
representation vectors. 

Steed, R., and Caliskan, A., (2021). Image representations learned with unsupervised pre-training contain human-like biases. In 
Proceedings of the 2021 ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency, pages 701–713.

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3442188.3445932


Cross-dataset Bias Detection

The first attempts to discovering biases in image datasets were done by comparing 
different datasets.

● Torralba and Efros (2011) found out that it is easy for an algorithm to classify 
images according to their appearance in different benchmarks. 

● They also looked at how badly a classification algorithm trained on a given dataset 
generalises to other benchmarks. 
The worse the generalisation, the greater the bias (but does not necessarily imply 
higher discrimination). 

Torralba, A. and Efros, A. A. (2011). Unbiased look at dataset bias. In The 24th IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern 
Recognition, pages 1521–1528.

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/5995347


Human-in-the-Loop for Bias Assessment
● Step 1: crowd workers inspect images and try to identify similarities between them and attributes that are 

responsible for these similarities in the form of questions
● Step 2: crowd workers are asked to answer some questions from step 1 for a different sample of images
● Step 3: crowd workers are asked whether statements coming from step 2 correspond to the real world

Hu, X., et al. (2020). Crowdsourcing detection of sampling biases in image datasets. In Proceedings of The Web Conference 2020, WWW ʼ20, page 2955–2961.

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3366423.3380063


Visual Bias Quantification Approaches
Pros and Cons
● Reduction to tabular data

○ + Tabular data are much easier to work with and the wealth of fairness toolkits can be leveraged
○ - The reduction to tabular data might introduce bias or over-simplify 

● Biased image representation
○ + In theory, they should preserve more of the complexity/nuance of visual content
○ - Depend a lot on embedding/projection and similarity function

● Cross-dataset bias detection
○ - Only applicable when multiple datasets are available
○ - Give little insight with respect to the type of bias

● Other
○ - Depend a lot on the domain/task under consideration.
○ - Human-in-the-loop approaches are expensive and require very careful design. 



Bias-aware Visual Datasets

● Pilot Parliaments Benchmark (PPB) dataset (used in Gender Shades paper) 
balanced in terms of gender and skin color

● FairFace (Kärkkäinen & Joo, 2021) contains 108,500 images containing faces of 
people from 7 races

● Diversity in Faces (Merler et al., 2021) contains almost one million face images from 
YFCC100m and annotating them in terms of cranio-facial features, age, gender, skin

● KANFace (Georgopoulos et al., 2020) consists of 40K still images and 44K videos 
(14.5M frames in total)  from 1,045 subjects captured in real-world conditions

● Casual Conversations (Hazirbas et al., 2021) is composed of over 45,000 videos 
(3,011 participants) and intended to be used for assessing the performance of 
already trained models in computer vision and audio applications 

● ObjectNet (Barbu et al., 2019) a large real-world test set for object recognition with 
control where object backgrounds, rotations, and imaging viewpoints are random

https://proceedings.mlr.press/v81/buolamwini18a.html
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9423296
https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.10436
https://sites.google.com/view/kanface-dataset
https://ai.facebook.com/datasets/casual-conversations-dataset/
https://objectnet.dev/


Casual Conversations Dataset

Hazirbas, C., Bitton, J., Dolhansky, B., Pan, J., Gordo, A. and Ferrer, C.C., 2021. Towards measuring fairness in AI: the Casual 
Conversations dataset. IEEE Transactions on Biometrics, Behavior, and Identity Science.

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9634168
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9634168


The Trouble with CV 
Datasets

● Numerous ethical issues and 
controversial practices in the 
collection, curation and labelling of 
web-scale image-text datasets

● Many types of harms:
○ harmful stereotypes
○ inappropriate/NSFW content
○ privacy intrusion

Birhane, A., & Prabhu, V. U. (2021, January). Large image datasets: A 
pyrrhic win for computer vision?. In 2021 IEEE Winter Conference on 
Applications of Computer Vision (WACV) (pp. 1536-1546). IEEE.

Birhane, A., Prabhu, V. U., & Kahembwe, E. (2021). Multimodal datasets: 
misogyny, pornography, and malignant stereotypes. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2110.01963.
https://excavating.ai/ 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9423393
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9423393
https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.01963
https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.01963
https://excavating.ai/


addressing visual bias
aka fairness-aware learning in visual content



Bias in Data-driven AI Systems

Ntoutsi, E., et al (2020). Bias in data-driven artificial intelligence systems—An introductory survey. Wiley Interdisciplinary 
Reviews: Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, 10(3), e1356.

https://wires.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/widm.1356


How to Address Bias in Visual Data

● Transparency
○ document and bring forward

● Proactive approaches / Check Lists
○ avoid at creation time

● Algorithmic bias mitigation
● Fairness Toolkits



Transparency
Information Sheets and Model Cards

● Datasheets for Datasets (Microsoft): seminal work on dataset transparency
● Model cards (Google): Based on seminal work by (Mitchell et al., 2019) 
● AI FactSheets 360 (IBM): offers a variety of example templates 

Hind, M., Houde, S., Martino, J., Mojsilovic, A., Piorkowski, D., Richards, J., & 
Varshney, K. R. (2020). Experiences with improving the transparency of AI 
models and services. In Extended Abstracts of 2020 CHI Conf. on Human Factors 
in Computing Systems (pp. 1-8).

Gebru, T., Morgenstern, J., Vecchione, B., Vaughan, J. W., Wallach, H., Iii, H. D., 
& Crawford, K. (2021). Datasheets for datasets. Communications of the ACM, 
64(12), 86-92.

Mitchell, M., Wu, S., Zaldivar, A., Barnes, P., Vasserman, L., Hutchinson, B., ... & 
Gebru, T. (2019, January). Model cards for model reporting. In Proceedings of 
the conference on fairness, accountability, and transparency (pp. 220-229).

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/datasheets-for-datasets/
https://modelcards.withgoogle.com/about
https://aifs360.mybluemix.net/
https://dl.acm.org/doi/fullHtml/10.1145/3334480.3383051
https://dl.acm.org/doi/fullHtml/10.1145/3334480.3383051
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3458723
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3287560.3287596


Check Lists

● Deon: A command-line tool for adding ethics checklists to data science projects 
(includes fairness and bias aspects as part of the default list)

● AI Fairness Checklist (Microsoft): a checklist co-designed with practitioners, incl.  
how organizational/team processes shape how AI teams address fairness harms

● Legal and Ethical Checklist for AI Systems: this checklist is sectioned by legal 
priorities, incl. human agency & oversight, security & safety, privacy & data 
governance, transparency, accessibility, etc.

Madaio, M. A., Stark, L., Wortman Vaughan, J., & Wallach, H. (2020). Co-designing checklists to understand organizational challenges 
and opportunities around fairness in AI. In Proc. of 2020 CHI Conf. on Human Factors in Computing Systems (pp. 1-14).

Lifshitz, L. R., & McMaster, C. (2020). Legal and Ethics Checklist for AI Systems. SciTech Lawyer, 17(1), 28-34.

https://deon.drivendata.org/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/ai-fairness-checklist/
https://www.torkinmanes.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/legal-and-ethics-checklist---lifshitz-mcmaster---nov-3-2020.pdf?sfvrsn=fe4b5ad5_0
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3313831.3376445
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3313831.3376445
https://www.torkinmanes.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/legal-and-ethics-checklist---lifshitz-mcmaster---nov-3-2020.pdf?sfvrsn=fe4b5ad5_0


Visual Dataset Bias CheckList

We proposed a checklist to help scientist and practitioners to spot possible biases in 
the visual data they collect. The CheckList is organized in four main parts:

● General
● Selection bias
● Framing bias
● Label bias

Our questions are partly inspired by works on reflective data practices (Gebru et al., 
2021; Jacobs & Wallach, 2021)

Gebru, T., et al. (2021). Datasheets for datasets. Communications of the ACM, December 2021, Vol. 64 No. 12, Pages 86-92.

Jacobs, A. Z. and Wallach., H. Measurement and fairness. In Proceedings of the 2021 ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, 
and Transparency, FAccT ʼ21, page 375–385

https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2021/12/256932-datasheets-for-datasets/fulltext
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3442188.3445901


What are the purposes the data is collected for? 
Are there uses of the data that should be discouraged because of possible biases? 
What kind of bias can be inserted by the way the collection process is designed? 
Do we need balanced data or statistically representative data?
Does the selection of the subjects create any spurious associations?
Is the dataset representative enough? Are the negative sets representative enough?
Is there any group of subjects that is systematically excluded from the data?
Do the data come from or depict a specific geographical area?
Will the data remain representative for a long time?
Are there any spurious correlation that can contribute to framing different subjects in different ways?
Are there any biases due to the way images/videos are captured?
Did the capture induce some behaviour in the subjects (e.g. smiling when photographed)?
Are there any images that can possibly convey different messages depending on the viewer?
Are subjects of a certain group depicted in a particular context more often than others?
Do the data agree with harmful stereotypes?
If the labelling process relies on machines: have their biases been taken into account?
If the labelling process relies on human annotators: is there an adequate and diverse pool of annotators? Have their 
possible biases been taken into account?
If the labelling process relies on crowdsourcing: are there any biases due to the workers' access to crowd platforms?
Do we use fuzzy labels? (e.g,  race or gender)
Do we operationalise any unobservable theoretical constructs/use proxy variables? (Jacobs & Wallach, 2021)

Selection

Framing

Label

General

Visual Dataset Bias CheckList

Fabbrizzi, S., Papadopoulos, S., Ntoutsi, E., & Kompatsiaris, I. (2021). A survey on bias in visual datasets. arXiv preprint arXiv:2107.07919.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07919


Bias Mitigation

● Pre-processing
○ Instance selection and/or weighting (Stone et al., 2022)
○ Instance label modification/massaging
○ Synthetic instance generation (incl. augmentation, GANs, etc.)

● In-processing
○ Regularization, Multi-task learning (Das et al., 2018)
○ Constraints
○ Training on latent variables
○ Adversarial debiasing (Kim et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2019)

● Post-processing
○ Confidence score correction
○ Class label correction
○ Decision boundary change

Epistemic uncertainty-weighted 
loss function for sample weighting.

MTCNN with dynamic loss weight 
adjustment for three tasks

Adversarially train critic model on 
gender-related loss vs a task specific model

Minimize mutual information between feature 
embedding and target bias by adversially unlearning.

https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content/CVPR2022W/FaDE-TCV/html/Stone_Epistemic_Uncertainty-Weighted_Loss_for_Visual_Bias_Mitigation_CVPRW_2022_paper.html
https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_eccv_2018_workshops/w5/html/Das_Mitigating_Bias_in_Gender_Age_and_Ethnicity_Classification_a_Multi-Task_ECCVW_2018_paper.html
https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_CVPR_2019/html/Kim_Learning_Not_to_Learn_Training_Deep_Neural_Networks_With_Biased_CVPR_2019_paper.html
https://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_ICCV_2019/html/Wang_Balanced_Datasets_Are_Not_Enough_Estimating_and_Mitigating_Gender_Bias_ICCV_2019_paper.html


Bias in StyleGAN2
Top 40 generated images in terms of GIQA

Maragkoudakis, E. (2022). “Study of bias in face synthesis methods” Bachelor Thesis in Harokopio University of Athens



Bias in StyleGAN2
Bottom 40 generated images in terms of GIQA

Maragkoudakis, E. (2022). “Study of bias in face synthesis methods” Bachelor Thesis in Harokopio University of Athens



Distribution of Quality vs Protected Attributes

Maragkoudakis, E. (2022). “Study of bias in face synthesis methods” Bachelor Thesis in Harokopio University of Athens

debiasing by sampling on the 
interpolated z-space



Fairness Software Toolkits
Reducing visual data as tabular
● AI Fairness 360 (IBM): arguably the most popular fairness toolkit
● FairLearn (originally Microsoft): comparable to AI Fairness 360
● TensorFlow Fairness Indicators (Google): emphasis on large scale applications
● TensorFlow What-If Tool (Google): emphasis on interpretation/exploration
● Aequitas (U Chicago): includes a web audit tool
● LiFT (LinkedIn): emphasis on large-scale machine learning workflows
● audit-AI (Pymetrics): regulatory compliance and checks for practical/statistical bias
● algofairness (Haverford C.): contains fairness-comparison & BlackBoxAuditing
● ML-fairness-gym (Google): enables the study of ML impact via social simulations

Richardson, B., & Gilbert, J. E. (2021). A Framework for Fairness: A Systematic Review of Existing Fair AI Solutions. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2112.05700.

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/overview-some-available-fairness-frameworks-packages-murat-durmus/ 

https://aif360.mybluemix.net/
https://fairlearn.org/
https://www.tensorflow.org/tfx/guide/fairness_indicators
https://www.tensorflow.org/tensorboard/what_if_tool
http://www.datasciencepublicpolicy.org/our-work/tools-guides/aequitas/
https://github.com/linkedin/LiFT
https://github.com/pymetrics/audit-ai
https://github.com/algofairness
https://fairlearn.org/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.05700
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/overview-some-available-fairness-frameworks-packages-murat-durmus/


REVISE
a tool for measuring and mitigating bias in visual datasets 
Input: image dataset → Output: metrics along person, object, geography

● Object
○ Object counts
○ Duplicate annotations
○ Object scale
○ Object co-occurrence
○ Scene diversity
○ Appearance diversity

● Person
○ Person prominence
○ Contextual representation
○ Instance counts and differences
○ Appearance differences

● Geography
○ Geographic distribution
○ Geography by object/people/language/income/weather

Wang, A., Liu, A., Zhang, R., Kleiman, A., Kim, L., Zhao, D., ... & Russakovsky, O. (2022). REVISE: A tool for measuring and mitigating 
bias in visual datasets. International Journal of Computer Vision, 1-21. https://github.com/princetonvisualai/revise-tool

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11263-022-01625-5
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11263-022-01625-5
https://github.com/princetonvisualai/revise-tool


Conclusions

● AI Bias in Visual Data - while a specific area of AI Bias - raises many new 
challenges, incl. how to define bias considering the whole lifecycle of 
media data and their impact on individuals and society
○ Big multimodal datasets in the spotlight 

● Different types of quantifying visual AI bias, with reduction to tabular and 
low-dimensional representations being the most common

● Approaches and toolsets for addressing bias in tabular data are useful 
but not sufficient → new methods emerge and new tools needed



Open Questions / Future Work

● Good ways of quantifying visual framing bias: important for assessing and 
auditing media and social media outlets

● Bias in generative models: recent big models like DALL-E 2 and Imagen consider it, 
but still no comprehensive or standardized assessment out there 

● Label bias is much less studied: definition of labels, comprehensiveness of human 
and machine annotations, free-text captions, etc.

● Conceptual and formalization work: what is a good overall definition for visual 
bias? What are good operational measures? What are good ways to describe visual 
bias beyond numerical indicators?
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Visual Bias Taxonomy
Name Selection bias Framing Bias Label Bias

Sampling bias ✅

Platform bias ✅

Chronological bias ✅ ✅ ✅

Spurious 
correlation 

✅ ✅

Stereotyping ✅

Measurement bias ✅

Automation bias ✅ ✅



Visual Dataset Bias CheckList

Selection Bias Do we need balanced data or statistically representative data?

Does the selection of the subjects create any spurious associations?

Is the dataset representative enough? Are the negative sets representative enough?

Is there any group of subjects that is systematically excluded from the data?

Do the data come from or depict a specific geographical area?

Will the data remain representative for a long time?



Visual Dataset Bias CheckList

Framing Bias Are there any spurious correlation that can contribute to framing different subjects in different ways?

Is there any biases due to the way images/videos are captured?

Did the capture induce some behaviour in the subjects (e.g. smiling when photographed)?

Are there any images that can possibly convey different messages depending on the viewer?

Are subjects of a certain group depicted in a particular context more often than others?

Do the data agree with harmful stereotypes?



Visual Dataset Bias CheckList

Label Bias If the labelling process relies on machines: have their biases been taken into account?

If the labelling process relies on human annotators: is there an adequate and diverse pool of annotators? Have 
their possible biases been taken into account?

If the labelling process relies on crowd sourcing: are there any biases due to the workers' access to crowd sourcing 
platforms?

Do we use fuzzy labels? (e.g,  race or gender)

Do we operationalise any unobservable theoretical constructs/use proxy variables? (Jacobs & Wallach, 2021)

Jacobs, A. Z. and Wallach., H. Measurement and fairness. In Proceedings of the 2021 ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and 
Transparency, FAccT ʼ21, page 375–385

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3442188.3445901


Popular Fairness Definitions (2/2)
● Treatment equality: treatment equality is achieved when the ratio of false 

negatives and false positives is the same for both protected group categories
● Test fairness:  for any predicted probability score S, people in both protected and 

unprotected groups must have equal probability of correctly belonging to the 
positive class

● Counterfactual fairness: a decision is fair towards an individual if it is the same in 
both the actual world and a counterfactual world where the individual belonged to 
a different demographic group

● Fairness in relational domains:  capture the relational structure in a domain—not 
only by taking attributes of individuals into consideration but by taking into 
account the social, organizational, and other connections between individuals

Mehrabi, N., Morstatter, F., Saxena, N., Lerman, K., & Galstyan, A. (2021). A survey on bias and fairness in machine learning. ACM 
Computing Surveys (CSUR), 54(6), 1-35.

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3457607


Fairness Metrics

● Statistical bias
● Group fairness (demographic parity, equal pos./neg. pred. Value, equal FPR/FNR, 

accuracy equity)
● Blindness
● Individual fairness (equal thresholds, similarity metric)
● Process fairness (feature rating)
● Diversity 
● Representational harms (stereotype mirroring/exaggeration, cross-dataset 

generalization, bias in representation learning, bias amplification) 

A. Narayanan (2018). “21 fairness definitions and their politics”. ACM FAT* 2018 tutorial

Mehrabi, N., Morstatter, F., Saxena, N., Lerman, K., & Galstyan, A. (2021). A survey on bias and fairness in machine learning. 
ACM Computing Surveys (CSUR), 54(6), 1-35.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIXIuYdnyyk
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3457607

